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Abstract 
This paper aims at recognizing English alphabets using simple chain codes that are generated by locating the pixels and 
identifying the orientation of neighbour pixels. The extracted codes are then matched using Longest Common Subsequence 
algorithm. 
Keywords: Character Recognition, segmentation, neighbour pixel, chain code, skeletonization 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The task of OCR software is to recognize alphanumeric characters from non-standard non-editable format to ASCII 
format for editing and other purposes. The OCR software is used in enterprises government offices etc. to convert 
important or long written materials to digital format for easy storing and editing. It has been employed in banks for 
long for processing cheques. Helps save a lot of time and effort which makes it cost-effective and speedy against the 
conventional copying method. The two basic techniques that are mostly put to use while recognizing characters are 
feature extraction, in which software looks for resemblances in the shapes of the different texts, open areas and letters 
in the file being scanned for conversion and the other one is matrix system[1]. We, here use the later one as we, based 
on the shape, no of junctions and edges, extract a unique code from each segmented character and match it with the 
pre-saved codes and the corresponding entry against which the match takes place, is returned. Starting with scanning 
the image of the text, we advance step by step towards the aim. The scanned image is then preprocessed and made 
suitable to be manipulated and analyzed upon and is then subjected to matching with alphabets. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY OUTCOMES 
Prior to advancing on the project, a fair amount of literature survey was undertaken in order to get through the details 
of character recognition and having hands-on engagement with the character recognition technology. It was found out 
that many a technology for character recognition have been existing and unceasingly evolving spanning over decades. 
But each one has got some pros and some cons. Like in the technique mentioned by Ayatullah et al. in 2011 matches 
the character against predefined template moulds and then matches against the whole class[2] of stored objects, which, 
for simple and clear images would prove a tad too lengthy and vague. Abdelwadood et al. propose[3] that for 
recognizing the text, the characters be recognized on the basis of font size estimation and increasing the width of 
template window until character matches. It was found that Debi Prasad Bhattacharya et al. came up with a method[4] 
to use LCS and chain coding for character recognition but this technique is not manually traceable and there are quite a 
few points of ambiguity in it. So we felt a requirement to bring up a more logical method for the same. 

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
We are proposing an improved, character-specific and manually traceable algorithm to recognize English alphabet 
letters by generating chain codes using the location of neighbor pixels in the structure of image and matching them 
with the use of LCS[5] algorithm. 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 
The implementation broadly consists of two phases: preprocessing and applying recognition algorithm. 
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of the approach 
A. PREPROCESSING 
Preprocessing is the preliminary stage of character recognition wherein we manipulate the image containing text in 
order to set it ready for text recognition. It broadly encompasses over 3 stages: Line segmentation, Character 
segmentation and skeletonization. 

 
Figure 2. An image cutout of English alphabet 

Line Segmentation 
In this stage, we segment the image containing text line by line. For that, we start scanning the image horizontally, 
pixel by pixel. We mark the first black pixel (we widen the range of a pixel to qualify as a black pixel in order not to 
miss any utile pixel of low intensity) as(x1,y1) and the corresponding horizontally last black pixel in the same line as 
(x2,y2) and continue scanning the image further and in the process mark the first white line at its endpoints (x3,y3) 
and (x4,y4). Now, we have these four markings to extract a line out of the image and similarly we can get all the lines 
segmented separately.  

 
Figure 3. Line extracted from the image 

Character Segmentation 
When we have the lines extracted, the next job is to separately extract the characters from them. This we have done on 
the basis that in the line, all the characters can be separated by vertically scanning the line and appropriately cleaving it 
into subparts containing one character each. The line is scanned vertically starting from the origin and first black pixel 
is recorded as (x1,y1) and the corresponding vertically last black pixel in the same line as (x2,y2) and continue 
scanning the text line further and in the process mark the first white line at its endpoints (x3,y3) and (x4,y4). Now, we 
have these four markings to extract the first character and similarly we can get all the characters segmented separately.  

 
Figure 4. Character extracted from the line 

Skeletonization/Thinning 
Skeletonization or thinning[6] is basically the process of reducing something to its skeleton. Here too, we intend to 
reduce the width of the extracted characters to one pixel width. For the process of skeletonization, we used the [6] K3M 
Algorithm for thinning. According to K3M, the aim of thinning is defined as the reduction of the number of pixels of 
an image that will preserve the structure of the image very well. As a result, after the transformation, lines that 
contribute to the letter are of a shape similar to the original and cross in a similar way. The thinning decision is either 
to delete the pixel (change an image pixel into a background one) or to retain it (the image pixel is not changed). The 
possible neighbourhood configurations are encoded using values in the range [0, 255] named neighbour weights. The 
encoded neighbourhood configurations represented by neighbour weights are individual for each phase and are stored 
in lookup arrays. 
B. APPLICATION OF THE CHARACTER RECOGNITION ALGORITHM 
After we have skeletonized the segmented characters, we start scanning the image pixel by pixel. We start that from 
scanning the image from bottom left corner and move up the image. For each pixel that we are currently at, we find out 
the number of neighbours of the concerned pixel. Now, based on the number of neighbours, we classify them as 
following: 
1. No neighbours: 
When a pixel is found to have absolutely no neighbours, it is considered a single dot or point, which might be present 
due to some distortion. 
2. One neighbour: 
If the pixel concerned has only one neighbouring pixel. Then it is either the starting point of the image or it’s the last 
pixel of the image. We denote this pixel by ‘E’. 
3. Two neighbours: 
If the pixel in sight is having two neighbours, then there are further two possibilities that the pixel might be: 
(a) On a straight line. 
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(b) A junction or part of a junction. 

 
Figure 5. Matrix showing near and far neighbor pixels 

Therefore, in this case we do not directly denote the pixel by a determinant symbol, but we further investigate about the 
location of the pixel and its importance in the structure. If that particular pixel is the first traversed pixel (and 
obviously, has two neighbours), then it is denoted by ‘M’. Apart from this, we have to look at two more situations 
where the pixel has two neighbours. 
 Let us consider that the pixel we are perturbed about is represented by 0 in the above grid and other number-
represented pixels are potential neighbours. The odd numbers in the matrix each shares an edge with the 0-square and 
the even marked pixels just share a single point as the common boundary, so we refer the even ones as the far 
neighbours and the odd ones as near neighbours. Let’s say, for now, that 2 and 3 are the neighbours of 0. Though we 
have two neighbours here, but it represents neither a straight line nor a junction. For example, taking the case of ‘L’ in 
which pixel at the joint of vertical and horizontal lines can be depicted by aforementioned case (taking mirror image). 
To handle this, we ignore the far neighbour of the pixel if it has only two of them with one near and one far. But we do 
not ignore the far neighbour if it is the only neighbour (as ‘6’ is to ‘0’) as it may lead to loss of useful information. 
For the other case, we check if there is a sharp change in the direction of one pixel to other.   
As we see, there is an angle of forty-five degrees in every pair of the immediate projections. So we refer each gap of 
forty-five degrees as one unit. If the gap between two pixels is more than one unit, then we deem it as a bend and 
denote it by ‘B’. for example- if we are going along a straight line and the 
4. Three or more neighbours: 
If there are three or more neighbours of the pixel, then we deem it as a junction, denote it by ‘J’ and push the 
neighbours in a stack for traversing them all sequentially. 
PSEUDO CODE FOR THE ALGORITHM: 
variables and array used in algorithm: 
CURRENT_PIXEL  denotes current pixel being traversed. 
NEXT_PIXEL  next pixel to be traversed after current pixel. 
CHAIN_CODE [ ]   Is character array which is generated as the chain code of the character image. 
VERTEX_ARRAY  has all the coordinates of vertices identified in the image. 
STACK  its is a stack maintained to push the neighbours of current pixel, if current pixel has 2 or more untraversed 
neighbours. 
 // FUNCTIONS being called frequently in algorithm get_nextPixel(CURRENT_PIXEL)  finds next valid 
untraversed neighbour of current pixel being passed as argument. 
get_direction(CURRENT_PIXEL , nextPix)   finds direction between the two neighbouring pixels, and returns the 
direction code i.e( 1-8) directions. 
 
/// STARTING THE CHAIN CODE GENERATION ALGORITHM 
/// Chain code  and vertex array generation for skeletonized images 
 
1. Scan IMAGE FROM LOWER LEFT CORNER AND MARK THE FIRST PIXEL ENCOUNTERED AS 
STARTING PIXEL. 
 1. Scan image from lower left corner and mark the first pixel encountered as STARTING_PIXEL 
2.  Set NEXT_PIXEL= STARTING_PIXEL  
3.Set CODE_COUNTER = -1,                   VERTEX_COUNTER = -1 
4. Repeat steps from 5 to 9     WHILE NEXT_PIXEL != null OR STACK  is not empty 
5.  IF NEXT_PIXEL = NULL AND STACK is not empty 
THEN 
5.1   Pop top Pixel from STACK 
5.2   Set Poped out Pixel as  NEXT PIXEL 
5.3   IF NEXT_PIXEL is not traversed  
THEN 
5.3.1   CODE_COUNTER ++ 
5.3.2   Set DIRECTION = Direction code between popped out pixel and last junction pixel from where this                      
Pixel was pushed.  
5.3.3 Set CHAIN_CODE[CODE_COUNTER] = DIRECTION 
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ELSE 
5.4  Set NEXT_PIXEL=NULL  GOTO step 4 
END IF(5) 
6.  IF NEXT_PIXEL is not traversed 
THEN 
6.1     Set  CURRENT_PIXEL= NEXT_PIXEL  
6.2     Set CURRENT_PIXEL as traversed 
6.3    Calculate N = Neighbours of current pixel 
6.4     IF N=1      ////   it is a starting or end point 
THEN 
6.4.1   CODE_COUNTER ++ 
6.4.2   CHAIN_CODE[CODE_COUNTER] = 'E' 
6.4.3 IF  get_nextPixel(CURRENT_PIXEL) !=null)   ...../// start pixel case it is 
THEN  
(I)     nextPix=get_next pixel(CURENT_PIXEL )       // nextPix is used here as temporary variable 
(II)     CODE_COUNTER ++ 
(III)    CHAIN_CODE [CODE_COUNTER]= get_direction(CURRENT_PIXEL , nextPix) 
(IV)   NEXT_PIXEL = nextPix              
6.4.4   ELSE NEXT_PIXEL= null  
END IF(6.4.3)  
6.4.5   VERTEX_COUNTER ++ 
6.4.6 VERTEX_ARRAY [VERTEX_COUNTER]= CURRENT_PIXEL  
6.5    ELSE  IF  (N=2)    
THEN 
6.5.1  IF CURRENT_PIXEL= START_PIXEL     
THEN                                                                    
(I) CODE_COUNTER ++ 
(II) CHAIN_CODE [ CODE_COUNTER ] = 'M'    // CASE FOR MID START 
(III)Push neighbours of CURRENT_PIXEL into stack 
(IV)      NEXT_PIXEL = null 
6.5.2 ELSE IF   get_nextPixel(CURRENT_PIXEL) != null  
THEN 
(I) next_pix = get_nextPixel(CURRENT_PIXEL) 
(II) IF direction of next pixel has a change of 90 degree or more                                    
THEN 
(a) CODE_COUNTER++ 
(b)  CHAIN_CODE [ CODE_COUNTER ] ='V'    // CASE FOR SHARP BENDS                    
(II)  CODE_COUNTER++ 
(III)CHAIN_CODE [  CODE_COUNTER++] = current_direc 
(IV)    NEXT_PIXEL = nextPix 
 END IF (6.5.2) 
6.6  ELSE IF N>=3  //JUNCTION PIXEL 
 THEN 
6.6.1    CODE_COUNTER++ 
6.6.2   IF N=3 THEN 
(a) CHAIN-CODE[  CODE_COUNTER] = 'T'  
6.6.3 ELSE  CHAIN-CODE[     CODE_COUNTER] = 'X' 
END IF (6.6.2)                                            
6.6.4        VERTEX_COUNTER ++ 
6.6.5   VERTEX-ARRAY [VERTEX_COUNTER ] = CURRENT_PIXEL 
6.6.6    IF untraversed neighbours of  CURRENT_PIXEL = 0 
(a)  THEN  NEXT_PIXEL = null 
6.6.7 ELSE IF untraversed neighbours=1 
 THEN 
(I)      CODE_COUNTER++ 
(II) CHAIN_CODE [CODE_COUNTER++] = get_direction(CURRENT_PIXEL , nextPix ) 
(III)   NEXT_PIXEL =   nextPix 
6.6.8     ELSE IF UNTRAVERSED   NEIGHBOURS >=2 
THEN 
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(I) push_neighbours of   CURRENT_PIXEL into stack  
(II)        NEXT_PIXEL= null                                                                                                 
END IF(6.6.8)  
7. ELSE  NEXT_PIXEL = null     
8. END IF(6) 
9. END WHILE(4)     

 
5. RESULTS 

We were able to achieve the intended aim of recognizing the characters by the designed method. To check the 
performance and accuracy levels of the system, we checked the recognition prowess of the system for computer 
screenshots as well as scanned copies of printed documents with different fonts and the results are put forth in table 
no.1. For checking purposes, only capital letters were tested for recognition.        

Table no.1 Experimental Results 
S.no Type of 

font 
No. of 
characters 

No. of 
characters 
recognized 

Accuracy 
% 

1 Calibri 26 English 
alphabets 

24 92.30 

2 Times 
New 
Roman 

26 English 
alphabets 

25 96.15 

3 Arial 26 English 
alphabets 

25 96.15 

4 Comic 
Sans 
MS 

26 English 
alphabets 

23 88.46 

 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 
We used here the chained code generation method and LCS technique for identifying the characters. The main feature 
and also the one distancing our approach from the other character recognition  methods, is the uniqueness and 
specificity with which we identify each character and there is absolutely no margin of error for ambiguity to creep in. 
We uniquely define every type of joint in the character that may exist like junctions, bends etc. Also the codes that are 
assigned to each character are fully distinct and manually traceable too. For the future scope, we plan to further extend 
the project for mare ranges of fonts and maybe languages and try it for the unconstrained written handwriting 
recognition too. 
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